WE MAKE THE WORLD
A SWEETER PLACE

Global
Retail

By 2020 we want to be
the world’s leading retailer
of premium chocolate.
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INTERVIEW WITH UWE SOMMER

“The concept of Lindt & Sprüngli’s
shops is unique in the world.”
our best to ensure that Lindt consumers
pay roughly the same prices in our
Boutiques and Cafés as those charged
by our major retail partners. The prices
charged in the factory outlets should
never undercut current promotions in
the retail trade.

Do the retailers see Lindt’s network of
shops as direct competition?

Derek Tanner (l.) and Uwe Sommer (r.)

Mr. Sommer, as member of the Group
Management your responsibilities extend
not only to Global Retail, but also to
International Marketing and Sales. On
top of that, you act as line manager for
several countries. Can you tell us a little
more about how these functions interact
with Global Retail?
Over the past 20 years we have system
atically built up the Lindt brand via
traditional and social media, as well as
through different points of sale and
promotions, enhancing our reputation as
“Maître Chocolatier Suisse depuis 1845”.
We have developed guidelines for our
“Master Chocolatiers” and our chocolate
products. Even so, it is actually our
own shops that offer the best possible
environment to experience firsthand the
Lindt brand and the world of our Master
Chocolatiers. The interaction here is
perfect.

What about the products?
Our best-selling products LINDOR and

L I N D T & S P RÜ N G L I
MAÎTRE CHOCOLATIER SUISSE DEPUIS 1845

EXCELLENCE – which benefit from the
strongest advertising support worldwide
– also generate the biggest percentage of
sales in our retail stores. Most importantly,
we need to offer consumers a much wider
choice of products and packaging. To give
just one example: our stores currently
stock 21 varieties of LINDOR chocolate
truffles.
Our Global Retail Division devel
oped the Pick & Mix concept, which is
not only the key element in our own
shops but is also gaining popularity in
the retail trade as a whole.
In addition, our Boutiques offer
LINDT fans special products that cannot
be purchased elsewhere. Aside from that,
our shops provide the opportunity to test
new ideas and products which we can
then roll out to the wider retail trade.

Are the prices in Lindt Shops the same as
in the rest of the retail trade?
We are not allowed to set the consumer
prices for the retail trade. Even so, we do

Some partners did voice concerns initially,
but we are able to show that whenever we
open a new store, it helps to boost local
sales of Lindt products within a 20-mile
radius. This is partly because consumers
are able to experience the brand and
the product variety firsthand, eliciting a
more emotional response. Visitors
normally also have the chance to sample
a LINDOR truffle as they enter the shop.
The first Lindt stores appeared in the
US about 20 years ago in New England,
and this is still the region where Lindt
commands its biggest market share. In
many countries we invite our retail
partners into our own stores so we can
present our brand and product range.
The response is always very good.

Given your decentralized structure, how
is Global Retail viewed within your own
country organizations?
Similar to most innovation: some people
approve, while others are skeptical,
especially if they are asked to take over a
new concept more or less on a one-to-one
basis. The response is now overwhelming
ly positive. Virtually every country has
plans – or is working with Global Retail
on plans – for expanding its own retail
operations. Such a strong response
underscores the success of this concept
and the skills of our Global Retail
Division.
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INTERVIEW WITH DEREK TANNER

“Global Retail has been a success
story since 2009.”
Since the Global Retail Division was
established, you have been responsible
for global expansion. What were the
biggest challenges you faced initially?
One of our aims in setting up this division
is to establish a uniform presence for
the Lindt brand – one that is instantly
recognizable worldwide – in all our
shops. Since Lindt & Sprüngli has a highly
decentralized management structure,
it wasn’t always easy, especially at the
beginning, to accommodate all the wishes
and expectations of the individual
countries. A clearly defined strategy,
measurable goals, a consistently imple
mented global concept and a well-defined
job specification for our retail employees
were the building blocks for a successful
start.

The Global Retail Division employs
around 1,800 people worldwide in Lindt
Shops. What are the biggest challenges
here?
For many clients coming into our shops,
this is their first real contact with our
brand, so we are looking to communicate
our core values, such as premium quality,

UWE SOMMER joined Lindt & Sprüngli’s
Group Management in 1993 and
is responsible for Marketing & Sales.
Since 2012 he has also been in charge
of Global Retail, and has played a
key role in expanding this new line of
business into a profitable division.
DEREK TANNER first helped to set up
Global Retail in 2009 and has managed
this business very successfully ever
since. During this time he has played a
key role in developing a uniform shop
concept, expanding the global network
of Lindt Shops and recruiting highly
motivated staff.

Swiss tradition, product diversity, and
a commitment to sustainability. Good
training of our staff is essential for this.
Unfortunately, staff turnover in our shops
happens regularly, as tends to be the case
in the retail trade. Making sure all our
sales staff are well trained and able to
fulfil our expectations is a major challenge, but we have developed a special
training program for this purpose.

Before 2009 Lindt & Sprüngli had no
track record as a retailer. How does
the company manage to acquire prime
locations for its shops?
That was certainly a very big challenge,
especially at the beginning: property
companies and shopping mall operators
were not familiar with our Group, we had
no track record to speak of, and our brand
image had no clear signature. The first
step was to produce a new, elegant, and
“up-market” shop design. Then we had to
prove that we could actually achieve the
projected sales figures. Our sales per
square foot are now higher than the
industry average. This has allowed us to
build very solid relationships with
international realtors and mall operators,
who are now happy to offer us prime
retail sites and locations.

every customer with a free sample of
a LINDOR truffle, which is one of the
most effective promotional tactics for our
flagship product.

Looking ahead, where do you see the
Global Retail Division in 2020?
In recent years we have steadily improved
the overall sales in this division, achieving
impressive double-digit growth. As
a result, Global Retail now makes
a significant contribution to the perfor
mance of the Lindt & Sprüngli Group.
We want to maintain this strong growth
in the years ahead and thereby improve
the profitability of the Group as a whole.

What have been the other major
developments in recent years?
Closer cooperation between countries
has been – and continues to be – a crucial
success factor, as it encourages us to
learn from each other and continuously
develop. It has also allowed us to test
successful concepts such as our Pick
& Mix range, which has become a global
sales hit. Our own shops are also the best
place to communicate our brand values.
This year, for example, we have success
fully established the “LINDT Difference”
worldwide. Normally, we also welcome

L I N D T & S P RÜ N G L I
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ON ALL CONTINENTS

Lindt: global reach and
local presence

Since it was established in 2009,
the Global Retail Division has
become an important contributor
to the success of the Lindt
& Sprüngli Group.
With sales of around CHF
379 million in 2015, the Group’s
global network of own shops,
with over 300 points of sale, now
accounts for more than 10 % of
total Group sales. The network of
LINDT Shops has thus recorded
an impressive organic growth
rate of around 20 %.
Not only has Lindt & Sprüngli
managed to drive forward the
global presence of its own retail
outlets, but it has also established
different store concepts designed
with a clear signature to boost
brand values and consolidate the
Group’s positioning as a leader in
the premium chocolate segment.

156

NORTH AMERICA

Shops
2009

54
2015

156
The USA is the world’s biggest chocolate market
and accounts for around a third of Lindt & Sprüngli’s
total sales. The biggest contributors are the 156
shops of Lindt, Ghirardelli and Russell Stover.

18

BRAZIL

Shops
2009

0
2015

18
Lindt & Sprüngli has entered a joint venture
with CRM Group in 2014, stepping up its
expansion drive in the world’s sixth-biggest
chocolate market.
L I N D T & S P RÜ N G L I
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114

EUROPE

15

JAPAN

Shops
2009

55
2015

114
The home of our Lindt Master Chocolat
iers is in Europe, where fine chocolate is
produced and exported to more than 120
countries. Even within Europe, however,
the number of Lindt Shops continues
to grow thanks to increasing demand for
premium chocolate.

Shops
2010

1
2015

15
The establishment of a new subsidiary in
Japan in 2010 is followed by the opening
of the first Lindt Chocolate Café in the
popular shopping district of Ginza.

4

SOUTH AFRICA

Shops
2009

0
2015

4
In 2012, Cape Town’s mayor opens the
first Lindt Chocolate Studio on the
African continent, with an adjoining
LINDT Boutique.

18

AUSTRALIA

Shops
2009

6
2015

18
In 2004, the world’s first Lindt Chocolate
Café opens in Sydney: the ideal way to
establish the brand “down under”.
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USA

Three concepts – three
success stories
The USA is the world’s biggest chocolate market and accounts for more than a third of the
Lindt & Sprüngli Group’s sales, maintaining a consistently high growth rate. This success
story is driven largely by the 156 chocolate shops of Lindt, Ghirardelli and Russell Stover,
where customers are able to experience a large selection of mouth-watering chocolate
delicacies. These include the very popular LINDOR truffles, the Ghirardelli squares, and the
Russell Stover pralinés, as well as exclusive Swiss and other European Lindt specialties.
Consumers are always greeted with a friendly “Chocolate Smile” and receive advice and
service from highly trained and professional “Chocolate Advisors”. This makes a visit to one
of the many elegantly designed Chocolate Shops into a pleasurable and unforgettable
experience in all senses.

RUSSELL STOVER
operates a network of
35 independent stores
located mainly in the
Midwest of the USA.

ANDREAS PFLUGER
Started off as CEO of Ghirar
delli in San Francisco before
assuming responsibility for
the entire North American
market in 2005. Since the
acquisition of Russell Stover
in 2014 he has also over
seen, as CEO, its integration
into the Lindt & Sprüngli
Group.

“Our three brands Lindt, Ghirardelli and
Russell Stover make us the uncontested no. 1 in
North America’s premium chocolate segment.
Each of our brands has a unique shop concept,
further strengthening our leading position.”

L I N D T & S P RÜ N G L I
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LINDT
The Lindt flagship store on
New York’s famous Fifth
Avenue is a major attrac
tion for chocolate lovers
from all over the world.

THOMAS LINEMAYR
has been country CEO of
Lindt & Sprüngli USA since
2009. During this time, he
and his team played a key
role in successfully estab
lishing the Lindt brand in
the world’s biggest choco
late market.

“We are continuously working on expanding
our presence in the US market. Our Lindt
retail stores are an ideal place for customers
to enjoy themselves and to create loyal Lindt
fans across the entire nation.”

GHIRARDELLI
Ghirardelli has been based
in the square of the same
name since 1893, close
to San Francisco’s popular
tourist district, Fisherman’s
Wharf.

PICK & MIX WITH LINDOR

Our Pick & Mix range provides a big selection of different chocolate products.
Most popular are LINDOR truffles, which come in many varieties.

FLAGSHIP STORE 5TH AVENUE, NEW YORK

The flagship store on New York’s 5th Avenue offers visitors a huge selection of
specialty chocolate products in stylish surroundings.

VAST SELECTION

Shoppers can purchase a huge selection of block chocolate and fresh strawberries dipped in Chocolate over the counter.

MICHAEL ROY, Master Chocolatier
Lindt, USA

“The Lindt Boutique on 5th Avenue in New York City is always
busy. Every day I get a real buzz out of producing miniature
chocolate masterpieces in front of enthusiastic consumers.”

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE

Our Chocolate Advisors are highly trained and provide customers with
excellent advice to ensure they find the most suitable product.

GHIRARDELLI CHOCOLATE COMPANY

In 1998 Lindt & Sprüngli acquires the Ghirardelli Chocolate Company as part of
its geographical expansion drive. Founded in 1852, Ghirardelli is one of the
oldest and most traditional manufacturers in the American chocolate market.

MEGAN FERGUSON, Chocolate Advisor
Ghirardelli Chocolate & Ice Cream Shop, San Francisco, California, USA

“The hot fudge sundae is our flagship product. It is prepared
with special care and the very best ingredients, and has
a simply wonderful taste. It’s the bestseller on our menu and
a top favorite with our customers.”

LINDT & SPRÜNGLI
USA
LINDT ACTIVE IN THE USA

Since 1925

LINDT SHOPS IN THE USA

Since 1994

CHOCOLATE MARKET SALES
TOTALING

USD 18,3 billion
CHOCOLATE CONSUMPTION
PER PERSON

9.48 lb

ALLISON HEIMAN, Chocolate Advisor
Russell Stover, Kansas City, Missouri, USA

“Russell Stover has a long history of manufacturing fine
chocolates. When we became part of the Lindt & Sprüngli
Group in 2014, I thought it was a perfect match.”

Lindt is clear
no. 1 in the
premium segment
LINDT LOVER PROGRAM

1.5 million loyal
consumers
NUMBER OF LINDOR TRUFFLES
SAMPLED

Around 5 million

MILLIONS OF LOYAL CUSTOMERS

While Russell Stover is being integrated into the Lindt & Sprüngli Group, its
fine chocolate products are still being sold to millions of loyal customers.
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CANADA

Lindt Shops strengthen brand
presence at food retailers
The combination of sales through Lindt’s own channels and via regular retail partners has
to benefit both parties. Lindt Canada focuses exclusively on improving the brand’s
consumer loyalty and market presence. This has been achieved through the network of
Lindt Shops, in conjunction with targeted sponsoring activities and bespoke promotional
campaigns with selected retail partners. Lindt Shops offer a unique brand experience,
while at the same time retail partners benefit from the strength of the Lindt brand. Jean
Coutu, Loblaws, and London Drugs are prime examples of this. Demand for Lindt products
is rising, market shares are growing, and the presence of Lindt products at retail partners
has significantly improved.

MCARTHUR GLEN DESIGNER
OUTLET, VANCOUVER AIRPORT
Lindt Shops are a magnet for visitors.
Thanks to their popularity, Lindt now has
an excellent reputation among the
operators of big shopping malls and is
a highly sought-after partner. This
status was confirmed in 2015, with the
opening of the first McArthur Glen
outlet outside Europe, which also hosts
a Lindt shop.

L I N D T & S P RÜ N G L I
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PRESENCE OPTIMIZED
AMOUNG RETAIL
PARTNERS
The success and the stylish
design of our own Lindt
Shops inspired our retail
partner Jean Coutu in
Montreal to produce an
eye-catching display of
Lindt products, helping to
boost sales.

DON MILLS, TORONTO
The flagship store in Toronto offers
the discerning consumer a
unique shopping experience in
this up-market shopping mall.

RUDI BLATTER
was appointed CEO of the
newly established Canadian
subsidiary in 1995. He has
worked tirelessly to success
fully establish the Canadian
business as an important
pillar of North American
chocolate market.

“The 30 or so Lindt Shops in Canada have
considerably strengthened our brand image and
make an important contribution to our leading
market position. Effective teamwork between
our own retail shops and sales through our retail
partners is a central strategic component aimed
at maximizing our brand presence.”

TEAM SPIRIT

In recent years we have invested heavily in expanding our network of retail
stores and recruited many new employees. With their expertise, each one
makes an important contribution to our overall success.

HANNA BESPOIASKO, Lindt Chocolate Advisor
Lindt Chocolate Boutique, Montreal Eaton Centre, Montreal, Canada

“Every day I still get a kick out of making customers
smile when I welcome them with a melt-in-the-mouth
LINDOR truffle.”

LINDT & SPRÜNGLI
CANADA
CANADIAN CHOCOLATE
MARKET

CAD 1.876
billion
NUMBER OF SHOPS

29 (including
7 new outlets
in 2015)
AVERAGE GROWTH RATE SINCE
2009

28.5 %

RETAILERS WITH LINDT
PRODUCTS

SHAHIRA KORANY, Lindt Maître Chocolatier
Lindt Chocolate Boutique, Montreal Eaton Center, Montreal, Canada

“Most of our clients are Lindt fans, but when they visit
our shop and see our handmade creations and sumptuous
molten chocolate, they literally melt with delight.”

Presence at all
major retail partners including
Loblaws, Shoppers Drug Mart,
Walmart, Sobey’s,
London Drugs,
Jean Coutu, Metro, and Costco
BRAND RECOGNITION

90 %

LINDT SHOP MONTREAL EATON CENTRE

This prime location in the middle of Montreal’s most popular shopping mall
is perfect for showcasing our brand and our passion for premium chocolate,
while at the same time generating high sales volumes on a daily basis.
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BRAZIL

18 new Lindt Shops
in 18 months
Brazil is one of the world’s top-ten chocolate markets. The country’s middle class has grown
significantly in recent years, fueling consumer demand for premium products in the process.
Lindt & Sprüngli has already had a presence in the Brazilian market for many years through
local distributors, and is Brazil’s biggest imported chocolate brand. We expanded our local
presence in 2014 by entering a joint venture with the CRM Group. This has led to the
opening of 18 new LINDT Boutiques during the first 18 months in São Paulo, Campinas, and
Rio de Janeiro. The progress to date highlights the potential of the Brazilian market for LINDT
and is a very promising sign for our further expansion into other regions of the country.

ROLF FALLEGGER
joined Lindt & Sprüngli in
1997 and since 2014 has
been a member of Group
Management, where he is
responsible for developing
specific markets and over
seeing the expansion of our
retail concept in Brazil.

“In 2014, we decided to break into the
Brazilian market through a joint venture. Employing our internationally
successful retail concept, our goal is
to make Lindt the country’s leading
premium chocolate brand.”

MANY NEW SHOPS
OPENED
The new Lindt Boutiques are
mainly located in popular
shopping malls in the country’s
biggest cities.
L I N D T & S P RÜ N G L I
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PATRICK DIGGELMANN
started as CFO of our UK
subsidiary before becoming
Country Manager of the new
Brazilian subsidiary set up
in 2014. He is responsible
for the operational manage
ment of the joint venture.

“Within a short period of time we have opened
18 new Lindt Boutiques, allowing us to make
a profit from the outset.”

PREMIUM SHOPPING
The international design
and stylish interior of Lindt
Boutiques make for an
imposing presence that fits
perfectly with up-market
shopping malls.

MORUMBI SHOPPING MALL

The Lindt shop is a very popular place for busy office staff to take a wellearned sweet break – especially at lunchtime.

POPULAR LINDOR MAXIBALLS

It’s not just kids that get excited by our XXL sized LINDOR balls: each one
contains around 44 standard-size LINDOR truffles.

ELEGANT GIFT BOXES

There is particularly strong demand for quality gifts. Customers can have the
attractive Lindt gift boxes filled with their personal selection.

LINDT & SPRÜNGLI
BRAZIL
CHOCOLATE
MARKET RANKING

no. 6 worldwide
FIRST BOUTIQUE OPENED

July 2014

TOTAL SHOPS (ON 31 DECEMBER 2015)

18

LOCATIONS

São Paulo
Campinas
Rio de Janeiro
RETAIL SALES 2015

approx. BRL 50 mio.
ADRIANA DA SILVA TEIXEIRA, Lindt Master Chocolatier
Shopping Morumbi, São Paulo, Brazil

“Lindt has already achieved a great deal in a very short
space of time in Brazil. I’m very proud to be part of this
success story.”

SOMETHING FOR EVERY TASTE

Our extensive Pick & Mix range provides a product to suit every palate.
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GERMANY & SWITZERLAND

Growth in a saturated
chocolate market
To ensure our premium products are presented in an optimal fashion, Lindt & Sprüngli
follows a selective distribution strategy. In recent years it has therefore opened its own
shops in popular tourist destinations in Germany, such as Dresden, Heidelberg, and
Munich. The same strategy applies to Switzerland, where Lindt Boutiques opened in
popular tourist spots such as the Jungfraujoch, Zermatt, and the Swiss Museum of Transport in Lucerne. Lindt Boutiques are often the first point of contact with the Lindt brand
for foreign tourists, with a high purchase disposition when on holiday. They have the
chance to experience the brand first-hand in a unique atmosphere, leaving them with a
lasting positive impression that stays in their memory once they return home.

DR ADALBERT LECHNER
has been with Lindt
& Sprüngli since 1993,
assuming responsibility for
Germany in 1997 and our
Austrian subsidiary in 2001.
He has been a member of
our Extended Group Man
agement since 2011.

“Our Lindt Global Retail concept
has allowed us to generate
additional growth in a saturated
chocolate market.”

HEIDELBERG
is well known for its
picturesque historic center
and castle ruins, as well as
being home to Germany’s
oldest university. The town
is a magnet for tourists and
every year attracts large
numbers of visitors and
academics from across the
globe.
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ZERMATT
is one of Switzerland’s best-known resorts and popular
with tourists. Located at the foot of the Matterhorn, it has
had a Lindt Chocolate Boutique since 2015.

JUNGFRAUJOCH
The world’s highest Lindt Chocolate Shop is located
on the Jungfraujoch, which attracts around one
million tourists every year.

KAMILLO KITZMANTEL
joined Lindt & Sprüngli
in 1994 and has been in
charge of the Swiss subsidi
ary since 1995. He has been
a member of our Extended
Group Management since
2011 and took on responsi
bility for Duty Free in 2012.

“Our Lindt Boutiques at top tourist destinations in
Switzerland are the best ambassadors for the fine
art of Swiss chocolate making. They are points
of contact with our brand and project the excellent
reputation of our chocolate far beyond national
borders.”

MELTED CHOCOLATE

At the Lindt Chocolate Bar the warm chocolate flows straight into a cup, where
its fresh taste is heavenly.

LINDT CHOCOLATE BAR

At the Lindt Chocolate Bar consumers are spoiled with sumptuous chocolate
drinks. The lavish creations provide irresistible moments of pleasure.

UNIQUE SHOPPING EXPERIENCE

Our staff are carefully selected professionals who do all they can to provide
a unique shopping experience for our consumers.

LINDT MASTER CHOCOLATIERS

Lindt Master Chocolatiers showcase their skills in the Lindt shop, winning the
attention and admiration of visitors.

UTE DONDORF, responsible for Lindt Shops in Germany,
seen here in the LINDT chocolate Boutique in Heidelberg, Germany

“Working as part of a highly motivated team, we ensure that
our customers can enjoy the unique Lindt shop experience
right across Germany and leave us with a ‘chocolate smile’ on
their faces.”

BAHNHOFSTRASSE ZERMATT

The Lindt Shop is located right on the popular main shopping street running
through the town. A Master Chocolatier greets visitors at the entrance with
a melt-in-the-mouth LINDOR truffle.

MICHEL MAURER, responsible for Lindt Shops in Switzerland
pictured here with his team in the Lindt Chocolate Shop in Zermatt, Switzerland

“With our Lindt chocolate shops, we have a strong presence at
popular tourist destinations such as the Jungfraujoch or
Zermatt. Every day our shop staff welcome many visitors from
all over the world.”

LINDT & SPRÜNGLI
GERMANY
POPULATION

81.3 million
CHOCOLATE CONSUMPTION
PER PERSON

MATTERHORN AND SWISS CROSS

In Switzerland, Lindt offers a special range with iconic designs such as the
Swiss cross, the Matterhorn, or Swiss alpine horn players: the perfect
souvenir to take back home.

26.9 lb

CHOCOLATE MARKET RANKING

3rd worldwide

LINDT & SPRÜNGLI
SWITZERLAND
POPULATION

8.3 million
CHOCOLATE CONSUMPTION
PER PERSON

25.8 lb
CHOCOLATE 11,332 FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL

Our brand ambassador Roger Federer was guest of honor at the opening of
Lindt Swiss Chocolate Heaven on the Jungfraujoch and is seen here enjoying
LINDOR truffles 11,332 feet above sea level.

MULTIMEDIA WORLD

The chocolate shop on the Jungfraujoch and the Master Chocolatiers
Experience next door provide multimedia insights into the secrets of
chocolate making.

CHOCOLATE MARKET RANKING

12th worldwide
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JAPAN

Lindt Café concept boosts
growth in the retail trade
Consumers in Japan are becoming huge fans of the Lindt brand, and the Lindt Boutiques
and Cafés attract large numbers of visitors. Here they are able to get expert advice from
our Lindt Chocolate Advisors and choose their favorites from a very diverse product range.
In this unique environment, consumers are able to experience our brand first hand –
especially in the Lindt Cafés, where they can enjoy chocolate specialties on the spot.

DEREK TANNER
assumed responsibility for
Global Retail in 2009 and
is also in charge of the
rapidly expanding Japanese
subsidiary.

“In Japan we have shown that we
can successfully build up a new market
with our Global Retail concept.”

LINDT CAFÉS
are located at popular shopping and tourist destinations and attract large
numbers of visitors.

L I N D T & S P RÜ N G L I
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LINDT CAFÉ TOKYO
At the famous Shibuya crossing in Tokyo up to
15,000 people cross the street at the same time
during peak periods. The Lindt Café has four levels
and its prominent position makes it a landmark
for millions of passers-by.

BERTRAND DE STREEL
was appointed country man
ager of the newly established
Japanese subsidiary in 2010,
assuming responsibility for all
Lindt Boutiques and Cafés.

“I’ve been lucky enough to be involved in our
Group’s Japanese expansion from its beginnings in 2010. We are proud to now be
running 15 Lindt Chocolate Cafés across all
of Japan. They are located in busy shopping
districts and are very popular with our
steadily growing customer base.”

YOSHIFUMI NAGASHIMA, Lindt Chocolate Advisor
Lindt Chocolate Café, Tokyo, Japan

“Our Chocolate Café is at a top location here in Tokyo and
attracts many visitors. I’m passionate about my job and love
helping consumers find the perfect product for them.”

SUMPTUOUS CHOCOLATE CREATIONS

The international know-how of our Master Chocolatiers is also channeled into
the products we create for our Cafés.

LINDT & SPRÜNGLI
JAPAN
LINDT FLAGSHIP STORES

LINDT SHOP YOKOHAMA

A new Lindt Shop was opened in Yokohama’s shopping district in 2015,
making a total of 15 shops in Japan.

Ginza
Omotesando
Shibuya
Yokohama
Nagoya
and many others
CHOCOLATE MARKET RANKING

no. 7 worldwide
MOST POPULAR PRODUCT

LINDOR truffles

ASUKA NAMIKI, Master Chocolatier
Lindt Chocolat Café, Tokyo, Japan

“LINDOR truffles are very popular here in Japan. In 2015,
we handed out around one million for customers to sample.”

